
Chapter 1 

THE PROBLEM 

Introduction 

Of the 310,000 square miles of West Pakistan, the major part is a thinly 
inhabited wilderness of deserts, marsh, and mountains. Eastward through 
this wild country, Alexander the Great marched his worn troops, some 
2,,300 years ago. Suddenly they came upon a mighty river. This was the 
Indus, from which a sub -continent takes its name. It was the largest river 
the Greeks had ever seen. In the distance lay a vast plain, stretching flat 
and level to the horizon. As the soldiers pressed eastward, they came to 
five other rivers, tributaries of the Indus, even though three of them were 
as large as the Tigris or the Euphrates. On the river banks,, Alexander 
found and conquered brick-walled towns and cities. Among these may have 
been the small settlement that in after times would become the great city 
of Lahore, the principal seat of the rulers of the Punjab -the Land of the 
Five Rivers.  

Finally the soldiers would go no farther to the east. Piling their supplies 
in wooden boats, they proceeded slowly southwestward down the rivers of 
the Punjab and onto the great plain. Here each river flowed through a green 
ribbon of farm land a few miles wide. The fields were irrigated when the 
rivers overflowed their banks during the monsoon floods of summer; the 
soldiers saw many inundation canals that the farmers had dug to guide the 
flood waters. Between the green ribbons of farm land, beyond the reach 
of the canals, lay broad stretches of dry and empty desert.  

After a journey of many weeks, the army came to the place where the 
tributary waters joined the Indus. Though the plain still stretched endlessly 
before them, they were now in the land called Sind, the country of the Indus.  
They were still several hundred miles from the sea.  

The Greeks were not the only conquerors to be drawn by the fertile fields 
and rich cities of the plain. More than two thousand years earlier, the Indus 
and its tributaries had nourished the beginning of a center of civilization.  
Long before Alexander's coming, the civilization had been overthrown and 
rebuilt by Aryan invaders from the northwest. And after his time,, the history 
of conquest was repeated over and over, by Persians, Arabs, Tartars, Moguls., 
Sikhs, and, finally, by the British.  
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